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NB Some may    be better suited to the adult classroom – check the classification if unsure    

    

PricePricePricePrice    

Italian Food Safari Italian Food Safari Italian Food Safari Italian Food Safari ----    A delicious celebration A delicious celebration A delicious celebration A delicious celebration of Italian Food in Australiaof Italian Food in Australiaof Italian Food in Australiaof Italian Food in Australia    
2 DVDs 325 mins plus over 160 mins of bonus material. In English. 
Italian Food Safari is a celebration of the incredible breadth and hard work of the Italians 
who came and settled in Australia over a generation ago and have kept their food traditions 
intact.  
Presented by food explorer Maeve O’Meara and legendary Melbourne chef Guy Grossi 
(Grossi Florentino, Mirka at Tolarno) Italian Food Safari spends time with Australia’s top 
Italian chefs and producers…. in fact the whole 13-part series is a culinary Who’s Who of 
Italian Australia. 
Shot across Australia and covering the four seasons, Italian Food Safari introduces you to 
the concrete backyards full of abundant tomato and basil plants, the cosy home kitchens 
where masterpieces are whipped up, the elegant restaurants filled with delicious cooking 
aromas, the specialist providores and extensive delis, bakeries, cheese-makers and 
pasticcerias.  
The series celebrates traditions handed down through the centuries, some of which are 
practised more fervently in Australia than back home in Italy where tomato sauces, 
sausage making, olive curing, cheese-making and other time-honoured recipes can still 
vary from region to region, even village to village. Some of the world’s most celebrated 
Italian culinary masterpieces feature alongside beautiful rustic family favourites.  
Chefs and restaurateurs who share their wisdom and recipes include Armando Percuocco 
(Buon Riccordo), Lucio Galletto (Lucio’s), Stefano Manfredi (Bells at Killcare), Robert 
Castellani (Donovans), Stefano Di Pieri (Stefanos, Mildura) Maurizio Esposito (Esposito at 
Toofey’s); rising stars Nino Zoccali (Pendolino) and Eugenio Maiale (A Tavola), Giovanni Pilu  
Pietro Porcu (Da Noi), Vanessa Martin (Il Piave), Alessandro Pavoni (Ormeggio), Patrizia 
Simone (Simone’s Restaurant, Bright), Rosa Matto (Rosa Matto’s Cooking School), 
Adelaide, Rosa Mitchell (Journal Canteen). In addition, Guy Grossi shares some of his 
family’s most revered recipes for traditional favourites from the North to South  of Italy.  
Producers including Perth’s larger than life butcher Vince Garreffa, winemaker and olive oil 
blender Joe Grilli, legendary Melbourne baker Daniel Chirico, fishermen from much of the 
Australian coastline – from the crayfishermen on the Abrolhos Islands off the far Western 
Australian coast to rock fisherman off Sydney, vongole fishermen in South Australia to the 
last sardine fisherman off Fremantle.  
Along the way, Italian Food Safari celebrates all the extraordinary wealth of Italian culture – 
the pioneering families building their wood-fired ovens, growing much of their produce in 
the early days and keeping food at the centre of family life, a tradition we all treasure. 
Feature length: 325 min + 168 min extra 
Genre: Sports 
Subtitles: No 
Rated: G 
 

$32.95$32.95$32.95$32.95    

Agatha and the StormAgatha and the StormAgatha and the StormAgatha and the Storm             
As the proprietor of a bookstore in Genoa, the warm and intelligent Agatha (Licia Maglietta) 
dispenses literacy wisdom to her adoring customers. When a younger man heeds her 
advice on books and falls madly in love with her, Agatha revels in the passion of the affair, 
creating an emotional energy that pops light bulbs! Meanwhile, Agatha’s architect brother 
Gustavo has his life turned upside  down by the revelation that he’s adopted and the 
winds of change rage as Gustavo faces up to his past. The director of Bread and Tulip, 
Silvio Soldini returns with this colorful romantic comedy bursting with warmth and sincerity. 
Special features of Italian soundtrack and English subtitles 
Genre: Comedy - Romantic 
Feature length: 125 min 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: M 

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00 



Ages of loveAges of loveAges of loveAges of love                        
Sexy, romantic, adventurous and very funny, AGES OF LOVE examines three different 
couples united in their quest for love. "Youth" tells of Roberto (Riccardo Scarmacio), a 
young and ambitious lawyer who is going to marry Sara. His whole life is perfectly planned 
out. During a expropriation which he is in charge of, he meets Micol, a gorgeous and 
provocative young woman from a small village in Tuscany. And this is when things start to 
get complicated... 
Genre: Drama, Romance 
Feature length: 125min 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: MA 15+  
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00 

Angels of EvilAngels of EvilAngels of EvilAngels of Evil                        
In the tradition of GOMORRAH and THE GODFATHER comes ANGELS OF EVIL, the true 
story of Italy's most notorious gangsters.  
Renato Vallanzasca graduated from petty larceny as a teenager growing up in the 70s and 
80s to become one of Milan's most notorious criminals, terrorizing the streets with a gang 
that included two childhood friends, Enzo and Sergio, and their "little sister", Antonella (Paz 
Vega). 
Feature length: 128 min.  
Genre: Action & Adventure, Drama 
Subtitles: English  
Rated: MA 15+  
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00 

Francesco`s VeniceFrancesco`s VeniceFrancesco`s VeniceFrancesco`s Venice                    
Francesco`s Venice brings us the epic story of Venice, seen through the eyes of Francesco 
da Mosto, a descendent of one of the oldest and most distinguished Venetian families, 
whose ancestral history is inextricably intertwined with `La Serenissima.` 
Francesco gives us a fascinating insight into one of the most beautiful cities in the world: 
the places, events, and people that have sculpted Venice through the ages.  
Feature length: 235 min 
Genre: Documentary 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: Parental guidance recommended 
    

$32.95$32.95$32.95$32.95 

An Italian Romance DVDAn Italian Romance DVDAn Italian Romance DVDAn Italian Romance DVD                    
Set In Tuscany in 1936. This is the story of 2 lovers, Giovanni and Maria. Unable to forget 
their first meeting and brief infatuation in the throes of youth, a change encounter years 
alter rekindles their romance. Although Giovanni is now married with a young child, they 
began an illict affair and the complications of their personal lives begin to take a toll on their 
relationship. An Italian Romance paints a bittersweet mural of an unbridled, passionate 
romance between two people fated to love but unable to be together. 
A film by: Carlo Mazzacurati 
Feature length: 94 min 
Genre: Romance 
Subtitles: ???? 
Rated: Not suitable for people under 15  
    

$19.95$19.95$19.95$19.95 

I am loveI am loveI am loveI am love                        
In the opulent world of Milan`s upper class, the Recchi family have it all-wealth, beauty, 
taste and reputation. Their life is governed by exotic multiple-course meals and discreet 
staff, by extravagant parties and exclusive labels. When Eduardo Senior, the family 
patriarch, decides to name a successor to the reigns of his industrial company, he 
surprises everyone by splitting power between his son Tancredi and grandson Edo. But 
Edo dreams of opening a restaurant with his friend Antonio, a handsome and talented chef. 
When Edo introduces his Russian mother Emma to Antonio, sparks fly and the pair soon 
embark on an affair gastronomique, which could spell the fall of this powerful dynasty… 
Feature length: 114 min 
Genre: Drama 
Subtitles: English  
Rated: MA 15+ 

$2$2$2$29999.95.95.95.95 



    

Kiss me againKiss me againKiss me againKiss me again                        
Carlo and his friends are each at various crossroads in their lives. Now in their forties, they 
are calmer and more philosophical, having left behind the heady days of casual affairs, late 
nights and unrealistic dreams. Furthermore, there are children to get to school on time, 
separations to negotiate, jobs to take seriously and routines to follow, to so there is hardly 
time for frivolity… 
Feature length: 139 min. 
Genre: Drama, Romance 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: MA 15+  
    
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00 

La Callas AssolutaLa Callas AssolutaLa Callas AssolutaLa Callas Assoluta                    
September 2007 marked the thirtieth anniversary of Maria Callas’s death. This film is the 
complete story of the singer and the woman, with Callas herself providing the narration of 
her life through her many radio and television interviews. 
Feature length: 90 min.  
Genre: Documntary 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: G 
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00 

Le Quattro VolteLe Quattro VolteLe Quattro VolteLe Quattro Volte                        
In a small village perched high on the hills of Calabria, at the southernmost tip of Italy, a 
breathtaking and majestic journey slowly unfolds following the passing of a soul through 
four elements; human, animal, plant and mineral. Set against magnificent natural scenery, 
the cycle of existence is celebrated in this tranquil and transcendent film infused with 
unexpected humour and mystery. 
Genre: Drama 
Feature length: 84 min 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: G 
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00    

L’ultimo bacio (The Last Kiss)L’ultimo bacio (The Last Kiss)L’ultimo bacio (The Last Kiss)L’ultimo bacio (The Last Kiss)                 
The Last Kiss brings to life the world of the tempestuous couples with the requisite doses of 
passion, doubt, deception, and the added intoxication of a mysterious stranger. Gullia & 
Carlo have been happy together for three years but Gullia’s announcement that she is 
pregnant sends her into ecstasies of stroller shopping and him into a secret panic. Terrified 
at his imminent entry into the adult world of irreversible responsibilities, Carlo finds himself 
tempted by a bewitching 18 year old girl he meets by chance. Doesn’t he deserve one last 
youthful crazy fling before the impending prison of parenthood? 
A massive popular hit in Italy, The Last Kiss reflects a very different kind of Italian 
filmmaking – contemporary, hip and revealing – while still thoroughly Italian. Beneath the 
chaos, melodrama and frivolity, Muccino’s colourful script remains deceptively insightful. A 
feast for eye, ears and heart. Soundtrack in Italian and English subtitles. 
Feature length:Feature length:Feature length:Feature length: 112min 
Genre: Genre: Genre: Genre: Comedy –    Romantic 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: Recommended for mature audience 
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00 

Quiet ChaosQuiet ChaosQuiet ChaosQuiet Chaos                        
Quiet Chaos is what Pietro Paladini has felt in his heart ever since his wife’s sudden death. 
Pietro is a successful executive, happily married and father of a 10 year-old daughter, 
Claudia. One day, after having saved the lives of two women who were drowning, he arrives 
home only to discover his wife has suddenly died. 
Feature length: 105 min 
Genre: Drama 
Subtitles: English 
Rated : MA 15+  
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00    



The Red DesertThe Red DesertThe Red DesertThe Red Desert                        
Michelangelo Antonioni's first colour film is a landmark in cinematic history. Starring 
Monica Vitti as the neurotic heroine Giuliana, The Red Desert charts both her varied 
relationships with her young son, her husband and his colleague Corrado, played by 
Richard Harris, and her troubled internal life as she struggles to cope in the alternately 
threatening and alluring environs of Ravenna… 
Feature length: 115 min 
Genre: Classics, foreign  
Subtitles: English 
Rated: PG 
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00 

RespiroRespiroRespiroRespiro                            
For some, village life can be as cruel as it is heartwarming, as suffocating as it is 
charming...Grazia is the affectionate young mother of a teenage girl and two boys. She 
sings along to Patti Bravo hits and finds ways to amuse herself and her children. But her 
free-spirited attitude causes talk in the entire village. Her husband, Pietro, lovingly stands 
by Grazia, but her high-strung temperament continues to create harsh opinions about her. 
When her reckless behaviour becomes misinterpreted as clinical, her husband's family 
decides Grazia needs medical treatment in far-away Milan. But Grazia will have no part in 
this. 
Feature length: 90 min 
Genre: Comedy, drama 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: Recommended for mature audience 
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00 

Umberto D Umberto D Umberto D Umberto D                         
Considered the last and greatest film of the Italian neo-realist movement, Umbert D is a 
moving portrait of one man's battle for survival in post-war Rome. Retired civil servant 
Umberto Domenico Ferrari (played by real-life professor Carlo Battisti) faces indifference 
from all quarters. His pension continually reduced, he struggles to make ends meet and to 
feed his companion, a terrier named Flike…. 
Genre: Classics, Foreign 
Feature length: 88 min 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: PG 
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00 

Facing windowsFacing windowsFacing windowsFacing windows                        
Giovanna, though still very young, has been married to her devoted husband David for 9 
years. She divides her time between her job at the poultry factory, looking after the 2 
children and baking cakes for the local café, bearing the weight of responsibility on her 
shoulders. The strain on Giovanna is increased when David, in his kindness brings home a 
refined elderly gentleman who has lost his memory. In trying to help this man Giovanna 
reluctantly spends more and more time with him, slowly uncovering clues to the mystery of 
his buried past : a number tattooed onto his forearm, his expertise in the art of patisserie 
and the name, Simone… 
Feature length: 107 min  
Genre: Drama, Romance 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: M 
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00 

Cinema paradiso Cinema paradiso Cinema paradiso Cinema paradiso                     
Academy award winner – best foreign film 
The story of a lifelong love affair with the movies, Cinema Paradiso tells of young boy in a 
small Italian village, where the only pastime is a visit to the movies at the Cinema Paradiso. 
Enchanted by the flickering images, Salvatore yearns for the secret of the cinema`s magic, 
and is overjoyed when Alfredo, the projectionist, agrees to reveal the mysteries of movie 
making to him. As their friendship grows so does Salvatore. Growing older with his good 
friend and the movies he adores, he learns from them both how to court his first love. He 
also dreams of making his own films one day… 
A film by: Guiseppe Tornatore 
Feature length: 124 min 

$37.95$37.95$37.95$37.95    
 



Genre:  Classics, Foreign 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: PG 
    
Planet food Planet food Planet food Planet food ----    your essential guide to the best food from Italy DVDyour essential guide to the best food from Italy DVDyour essential guide to the best food from Italy DVDyour essential guide to the best food from Italy DVD                
        
Come and explore the delicacies of Central Italy. This is the land of cheese, wine, and pasta. 
Here Tyler visits the gastro-shops in “Bologna the Fat” and meets with local chefs.  
The DVD also includes a booklet with authentic recipes.  
Presented by: Tyler Florence 
Feature length: 50 min 
Subtitles: NO 
Genre: Cooking 
Rated: G 
    

$19.95$19.95$19.95$19.95    

Stefano`s cooking paradise DVD Stefano`s cooking paradise DVD Stefano`s cooking paradise DVD Stefano`s cooking paradise DVD                 
It is the much-awaited television return of celebrated cook and restaurateur, Stefano de 
Pieri. In his new series, he takes us on a culinary adventure through the beautiful 
Sunraysia/Mallee region, the food bowl of Australia. He utilizes the delicious local produce 
to cook his special Italian/Australian dishes, combining traditional Venetian techniques with 
genuine outback gusto. The DVD also contains 9 incredible new recipes and recipe book. 
Feature length: 160 min + 23 min bonus material 
Genre: Cooking 
Subtitles: NO 
Rated: General Rated: General Rated: General Rated: General     
    

$32.95$32.95$32.95$32.95    

Shop girls DVDShop girls DVDShop girls DVDShop girls DVD    
Series 1 (3 DVDs pack) Series 1 (3 DVDs pack) Series 1 (3 DVDs pack) Series 1 (3 DVDs pack)     $54.95$54.95$54.95$54.95    
Series 2 (3 DVDs pack)Series 2 (3 DVDs pack)Series 2 (3 DVDs pack)Series 2 (3 DVDs pack)    $54.95$54.95$54.95$54.95    

It is a very romantic and entertaining Italian series. 
Six very different people work together in an elegant fashion boutique in the centre of 
Rome. They are all in thrall to the demands of their overbearing manager. Each character 
knows that between the dramas of their own lives, the journeys to and from work, the 
children to take care for, husbands, lovers, parents – that they will find solidarity with their 
fellow shop workers. 
Feature length: Series 1 (570 min) Series 2 (591 min) 
Genre: Drama 
Subtitles: English 
Rated: Mature audiences 
    

$54.95$54.95$54.95$54.95eaeaeaea    

Visions of SicilyVisions of SicilyVisions of SicilyVisions of Sicily                    
As a part of Italy but very much a land unto itself, Sicily has always defied categorization. 
With its unique and dramatic beauty shaped by powered volcanic forces and its culture 
influenced by conquering forces throughout the centuries, it is a place like no other. From 
ancient fishing ports to modern autostradas, terra-cotta rooftops and azure waters to the 
haze of volcanic craters, this unique aerial tour provides striking views of all that Sicily was 
and has become. 
Feature length: 55 min 
Genre: Travelogue  
Rated: General 

$29.95$29.95$29.95$29.95 

Visions of Italy: Southern Style Visions of Italy: Southern Style Visions of Italy: Southern Style Visions of Italy: Southern Style                 
Shot in high-definition video from a helicopter-mounted camera, Visions of Italy takes 
viewers on a seamless sojourn following along the rugged western coastline to the toe of 
the ,,boot,, at Reggio di Calabria and then inland over the countryside to Rome. 
Feature length: 55 min 
Genre: Travelogue 
Subtitles: NO 
Rated: General 
    

$29.95$29.95$29.95$29.95    



Visions of Italy: Northern  Style Visions of Italy: Northern  Style Visions of Italy: Northern  Style Visions of Italy: Northern  Style                 
The tour begins in the Alps at the northern border and continues through Lombardy to 
Genoa, along the Ligurian coast to Portofino, then inland over the Tuscan countryside to 
Florence. After dipping into Umbria, the tour turns northeast, culminating in Venice. 
Feature length: 56 min 
Genre: Travelogue 
Subtitles: NOSubtitles: NOSubtitles: NOSubtitles: NO    
Rated: GeneralRated: GeneralRated: GeneralRated: General    
    

$29.95$29.95$29.95$29.95    

Visions of Italy: The Great cities: Rome, Florence & Naples Visions of Italy: The Great cities: Rome, Florence & Naples Visions of Italy: The Great cities: Rome, Florence & Naples Visions of Italy: The Great cities: Rome, Florence & Naples                     
Italy’s most enchanting cities spread before you in this astounding aerial tour. Precious 
airborne camera affords a soaring, eagle’s-eye view of landscapes and architecture that 
have captivated travelers for centuries. Following the fabled Appian Way, your tour enters 
Rome, lingering over St. Peter`s Square, the Colloseum and bustling piazzas. Gliding above 
the Arno, you arrive over Florence`s red orange roofs, dominated by Santa Maria del Fiore`s 
magnificent home. Then Naples offers up its rugged fortress, sleek glass towers, and limpid 
blue harbour dotted by the isles of Ischia and Capri. No conventional sightseeing tour can 
match these extraordinary visions.  
Feature length: 58 min 
Genre : Travelogue 
Subtitles: NOSubtitles: NOSubtitles: NOSubtitles: NO    
Rated: GeneralRated: GeneralRated: GeneralRated: General    

$32.95$32.95$32.95$32.95    

Italy unpackedItaly unpackedItaly unpackedItaly unpacked    DVDDVDDVDDVD                    
TV Art historian Andrew Graham-Dixon and acclaimed chef Giorgio Locatelli take a cultural 
adventure traveling throughout the North of Italy. 
The series is a celebration of the art and culture which encapsulates the phrase “Made in 
Italy”. 
Presented by: Andrew Graham-Dixon, Giorgio Locatelli, Greg Sanderson 
Feature length: 177 min 
Genre: Documentary 
Subtitles: NO 
Rated: PG recommended 
    

$32.00$32.00$32.00$32.00    

VIDEO ITALIAN 3 Videocorso italiano per stranieriVIDEO ITALIAN 3 Videocorso italiano per stranieriVIDEO ITALIAN 3 Videocorso italiano per stranieriVIDEO ITALIAN 3 Videocorso italiano per stranieri    . Last Copy.. Last Copy.. Last Copy.. Last Copy.    
Is comprised of 120 min DVD, Teachers Manual and Stud Bk    
Contemporary Italian life and culture are presented through this series of 18 authentic 
television programs. Topics include Traditional feasts of Fano, Electronic commerce, 
Piazza Navono, The South Tirolo, Young peoples’ love affairs, Alessandro Manzoni, 
Vesuvio,: a memory still alive, youth problems, Leonardo da Vinci, The artisan figure today, 
Male-female sterotypes, The city of Termoli and Fashion. Suitable for upper school 
students. 
    

$241.95$241.95$241.95$241.95    

Italian video specials Italian video specials Italian video specials Italian video specials ----    Limited stock!     

ASSISI:ASSISI:ASSISI:ASSISI:  PPPPOETRY OF THE SPIRITOETRY OF THE SPIRITOETRY OF THE SPIRITOETRY OF THE SPIRIT   WAS $$$$71.6071.6071.6071.60    
A wonderful journey through the places, history and legend of St Francis of Assisi.  The 
magical places of Umbria, which accompanied the memory of the saint’s life and deeds 
over the centuries, will be experienced through a filmed voyage which conveys a serene 
and fascinating message of beauty and culture:  from Rivotorto , San Damiano, the 
Porziuncolaa, “ the Prisoners’ Hermitage”, Chiusi Della Verna, up until the wonderful Assisi 
and the splendor of Giotto’s , Cimabue’s and Simone Martini’s frescos.   
AvailablAvailablAvailablAvailable in English or Italiane in English or Italiane in English or Italiane in English or Italian “Assisi poesia dello spirito”.   

$49.95$49.95$49.95$49.95    

THE DAVID & THE ACADEMY GALLERYTHE DAVID & THE ACADEMY GALLERYTHE DAVID & THE ACADEMY GALLERYTHE DAVID & THE ACADEMY GALLERY----THE MUSEUM OF S.MARCO WAS THE MUSEUM OF S.MARCO WAS THE MUSEUM OF S.MARCO WAS THE MUSEUM OF S.MARCO WAS $$$$71.6071.6071.6071.60    
A video guide to the Academy known universally for its Tribune, the setting especially 
designed to exhibit Michelangelo’s most famous figure, DAVIDDAVIDDAVIDDAVID. The adjoining corridor is 
home to Michelangelo’s moving and mysterious master peaces, the PRISONERSPRISONERSPRISONERSPRISONERS and his 
Palestrina PIETAPIETAPIETAPIETA. Also available in Italian. 
Il DAVID E LA GALLERIA DELL’ACCADEMIA – IL MUSEO DI S.MARCO 
    

$49.95$49.95$49.95$49.95    

FIRENZE FIRENZE FIRENZE FIRENZE In Italian     Was $Was $Was $Was $71.6071.6071.6071.60    
Splendido tour spettacolare di Firenze, la citta dell’arte che sorge nella valle dell’Arno, 

$49.95$49.95$49.95$49.95    



circondata delle belle colline toscane adorne di cipressi.    

ALL’OMBRA DEGLI ETRUSCHI  ALL’OMBRA DEGLI ETRUSCHI  ALL’OMBRA DEGLI ETRUSCHI  ALL’OMBRA DEGLI ETRUSCHI  In Italian     Was $Was $Was $Was $71.6071.6071.6071.60    
About three thousand years ago in the heart of Italy, there was a country called Etruria.  
Discover the ancient land of Etruria in the footsteps of the Etruscans.  Their cities of the 
dead, treasure from their graves, their wall paintings.... And today: charcoal burners stoke 
their kilns deep in the woods. Shepherds prepare "ricotta" over open fires . A fascination 
jpurney! (Approx 45 mins.)      

$49.95$49.95$49.95$49.95    

VIAGGIO NELL’ ANTICA POMPEII VIAGGIO NELL’ ANTICA POMPEII VIAGGIO NELL’ ANTICA POMPEII VIAGGIO NELL’ ANTICA POMPEII (Book and video set) In Italian Was $$$$71.6071.6071.6071.60    
Clear images of the old Pompeii, the many discoveries and the most accurate 
reconstruction of its history, this 40 minute video takes the viewer on an unforgettable 
journey through the ancient city and its modern excavations.     

$49.95$49.95$49.95$49.95    

LA GABBIA E EL BOSCOLA GABBIA E EL BOSCOLA GABBIA E EL BOSCOLA GABBIA E EL BOSCO Was $39.95 
La Gabbia e el Bosco presenta il mondo delle relazioni coniugali ed extra coniugali della 
borghesia d’oggigioro. L’autore si diverte, s’immerge nella corrente della realita e della 
fantasia, della verita e delle delusioni dei personaggi in crisi, che cercano qualsiasi 
soluzione da-medici, chiromanti, preti-per risolvere i propi problemi.     

$29.95$29.95$29.95$29.95 

BUONGIORNO ITALIA  pack of 4 videos BBC       Was      $BUONGIORNO ITALIA  pack of 4 videos BBC       Was      $BUONGIORNO ITALIA  pack of 4 videos BBC       Was      $BUONGIORNO ITALIA  pack of 4 videos BBC       Was      $333398.00  98.00  98.00  98.00      
Buongiorno Italia! is a very popular beginners’ course in Italian based on authentic 
conversations and interviews recorded in Italy. It offers a unique introduction to simple, 
everyday Italian. The course is designed to meet the needs of both independent learners 
and those studying in a class. These four videos were recorded mainly in the towns of 
Orvetio, Stresa and Vicenza, so many of the texts relate to these areas. 

$195.00  $195.00  $195.00  $195.00      

BEGINNERS ITALIANBEGINNERS ITALIANBEGINNERS ITALIANBEGINNERS ITALIAN Was $59.95 
There are a lot of good reasons for learning Italian: holidays, travel and business. Beginners 
Italian contains over 300 useful words and phrases and is narrated by a native speaker, to 
ensure correct pronunciation. Also included is a handy book which contains all the words &  
phrases. It is suitable for children & adults alike.    

$48.00$48.00$48.00$48.00 

LA CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA E DODICI ANNI DOPOLA CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA E DODICI ANNI DOPOLA CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA E DODICI ANNI DOPOLA CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA E DODICI ANNI DOPO Was $49.95 
La Cavalleria Rusticana e prima di tutto un racconto letterario, poi diventa una llirica 
musicale grazie al giovane compositore Pietro Mascagni che la immortalo in un gioviale, 
irruente e passionale atto unico per l’Opera. 
Pruzione Teatrale di Il PiccoloTeatro di Melbourne    

$37.00$37.00$37.00$37.00 

Italianissimo Beginners a Italianissimo Beginners a Italianissimo Beginners a Italianissimo Beginners a multimultimultimulti----medimedimedimedia course for learning Italian                                                                       a course for learning Italian                                                                       a course for learning Italian                                                                       a course for learning Italian                                                                       
Italianissiomo beginners combines a carefully designed and fully integrated language 
learning programme with a colourful and fascinating insight into the daily life of the country. 
The videos, shot entirely on location, aim to give a clear sense of Italy as a thriving modern 
and inspiring place to live and work. While exploring the life and people of Italy  each unit  
introduces language carefully designed to build the confidence and ability of the viewer. 
    

$34.65$34.65$34.65$34.65    

BARBABLUBARBABLUBARBABLUBARBABLU----LE PIU’ BELLE STORIE DI TUTTI I TEMPILE PIU’ BELLE STORIE DI TUTTI I TEMPILE PIU’ BELLE STORIE DI TUTTI I TEMPILE PIU’ BELLE STORIE DI TUTTI I TEMPI  Was $49.95 
Ciao a tutti, cari bambini! Volete sapere che cosa succede quando si pretende tutto dalla 
vita senza fare il minimo sforzo per conquistarselo?    

$35.00$35.00$35.00$35.00 

PANORAMA AUSTRALIAPANORAMA AUSTRALIAPANORAMA AUSTRALIAPANORAMA AUSTRALIA----    IL VIDEOIL VIDEOIL VIDEOIL VIDEO----LIBRO SULL’AUSTRALIALIBRO SULL’AUSTRALIALIBRO SULL’AUSTRALIALIBRO SULL’AUSTRALIA was $49.95    
Godetevi tutte le sue meraviglie, siano esse creazioni della nutura o dell’ingegno umano, e 
le sue indimenticabili attrazioni… Inoltratevi nel fosco passato dell’antico bagno penale di 
Port Arthur, rivivete I giorni inebrianti della grande corsa all’oro a Sovereign Hill.    

$35.00$35.00$35.00$35.00 

MUZZY MUZZY MUZZY MUZZY ----    A simple methodology that's a proven success Was $440.00A simple methodology that's a proven success Was $440.00A simple methodology that's a proven success Was $440.00A simple methodology that's a proven success Was $440.00 
MUZZY's multisensory teaching technique appeals to all types of learners. The more ways in 
which your children are engaged with MUZZY, the more quickly and naturally the children 
absorb the new language. MUZZY employs a natural immersion approach, surrounding 
learners with visual, aural and contextual language, modelled on the way we learned our first 
language. 
MUZZY emphasizes the use of functional language, repetition and "spiralling." In MUZZY, 
words and concepts are first introduced, and then introduced again and again in many new 
contexts.  
Level I Level I Level I Level I  
The Muzzy Level 1 is an exceptionally popular package, containing 5 videos – 2 Italian story 
videos, 2 Italian vocabulary videos, 1 English Story video, full of charming characters and 
humorous stories - two audio cassettes, an ‘At the Seaside’ CD-ROM and a multilingual 
Video Script book,  

$1$1$1$111110.000.000.000.00    



Level II Level II Level II Level II     (NB (NB (NB (NB 1111    only available!)only available!)only available!)only available!)    
Continuing on from Level 1, Level 2 of the exceptionally popular Muzzy package! Containing 
four videos – 3 Italian Story videos and 1 English video, one audio Cd, an ‘At the disco’ CD 
ROM, and a multilingual Video Script book. This package is a well known and widely used 
favourite. 
    
NB Some Muzzy books, puppets etc are also available. NB Some Muzzy books, puppets etc are also available. NB Some Muzzy books, puppets etc are also available. NB Some Muzzy books, puppets etc are also available.     

 

 

• Titles on special are available only while stocks last and will not be 
placed on backorder.  

• Please note that prices include GST and are nett prices: there are no 
further discounts.  

• Specials are firm sale only and are not sent "on approval".   
• Post & Handling applies 

 

Nominated for the Telstra 2010 and 2012 Business Awards  

Please note that we have our own parking. See map: http://www.languagecentre.iinet.net.au/map.gif 

. 

    

The Secret to Living is Giving 

  
 

   

See http://www.languagecentre.iinet.net.au/Orderform.PDF for order form - or use your 

own.  

================================================================== 

Our Email Policy 

We are grateful for your permission to mail to you on an opt-in basis. The Language Centre 

Bookshop takes great care to keep it brief, useful and informative. We strictly do not pass 

your details to third parties as is practised by  many  mass marketers. We do not do hard sells 

because we don't appreciate receiving such material ourselves. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Send problems or suggestions to language@iinet.net.au 

=-=-=-=-==-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=  

To unsubscribe instantly, please reply to this message with unsubscribe in the subject line 

and we will remove you from this list. 

************************************************************************** 

The Language Centre Bookshop (Established 1982) 

Unit 4, 201 Carr Place 

Leederville Western Australia 6007 

ABN: 85 280 692 789 

Tel: (08) 9328 8965  (Overseas 61 8 9328 8965) 
Fax: (08) 9328 6161  (Overseas 61 8 9328 6161) 

Website: www.languagecentre.iinet.net.au 

Email: language@iinet.net.au 

Opening Hours: Mon - Fri 8:30-5:00 Sat10:00-3:00 or other times  by arrangement 
Closed Sun 

 


